National Cheng Kung University
No. 1, Daxue Rd, Tainan, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Kuang-Fu Campus / 光復校區
1. Kuang-Fu Sports Field
2. Kuang-Fu Sports Court
3. Chung Cheng Gym
4. Post Office
5. Student’s Activity Center I
6. Accountancy Dept.
7. College of Management
8. Military Training Office
9. Kuang-Fu Student Dorm No.1
10. Kuang-Fu Student Dorm No.2
11. Kuang-Fu Student Dorm No.3
12. Wei-Nong Building
13. Yun-Ping Administration Bldg.
15. Institute of Art Studies
16. Industrial Design Dept.
17. History Dept.
18. Remains of the Small West Gate
19. NCKU History Museum
20. College of Planning & Design
22. Architecture Dept.
23. Banyan Garden
24. Cheng Kung Lake
25. Chinese Literature Dept.
26. C-HUB
27. Urban Planning Dept.
28. Hsii-Chi College of Liberal Arts

Cheng-Kung Campus / 成功校區
1. Multi-Purpose Bldg.
2. NCKU Museum
3. Engineering Science Dept.
4. Physics Dept. Bldg. No.2
5. Ge-Chi Hall
7. Earth Sciences Dept.
8. Physics Dept. (Ge-Chi Auditorium)
11. Chemistry Dept.
13. Information Technology Bldg.
15. Hsin Yuan (NewPark/House)
16. Kindergarten
17. Civil Eng. Dept.
18. Guest House
19. NCKU Main Library
22. Natl. Center for Theoretical Sciences
23. Life Science Dept.

Tzu-Chiang Campus / 自強校區
1. Single Faculty Housing
2. Center for Nano Science & Technology
5. Chi-Mei Building
6. College of Engineering
7. College of Electrical Eng. & Computer Science
9. Chemical Engineering Dept.
10. Instrumentation Equipment Bldg.
11. Tzu-Chiang Sports Field.

Li-Hsing Campus / 力行校區
1. NCKU Hospital Bldg. No.2
2. Mental Health Center
3. Medicine & Nursing Dept.
4. The Uni President Health Research Bldg.
5. Public Health Bldg.
6. Magic School of Green Technology
7. College of Social Sciences
8.

Cheng-Hsing Campus / 成杏校區
1. NCKU Hospital
2. Cheng-Hsing Auditorium
3. Nursing Department
5. College of Medicine
6. Occupational/Physical Therapy Dept.

Sheng-Li Campus / 勝利校區
1. Zenda Suites / Prince Dorm
2. Students’ Study Hall
3. Student Activity Center II.
4. Sheng-Li Student Dorm No.1
5. Sheng-Li Student Dorm No.2
6. Sheng-Li Student Dorm No.3
7. Sheng-Li Student Dorm No.5
8. Sheng-Li Student Dorm No.6
9. Sheng-Li Student Dorm No.8
10. Sheng-Li Student Dorm No.9
11. Swimming Pool
12.

Ching-Yeh Campus / 敬業校區
1. Ching-Yeh Student Dorm No.1
2. Ching-Yeh Student Dorm No.2
3. Ching-Yeh Student Dorm No.3
4. Medical Students’ Dormitory
5. Single Faculty Housing